
PAPER PRESENTATION

Event No CE001

Organizing Department Civil Engineering

Date 28/03/2024

Time 12:00 PM to 01:00 AM

Event Type Competition

Event Level Institute

Venue II CE Class room

Total Participants 18

Students - External 18

Related SDG

Involved Staffs

Sl Name Role

1 Indhira Devi P Coordinator

2 Anandakumar S Coordinator

Outcome

The paper presentation on 'Advancements in Sustainable Construction Materials' was a resounding success, drawing a diverse audience
and fostering insightful discussions. Attendees were captivated by the analysis of sustainable materials, including real-world examples and
case studies. The exploration of emerging trends left attendees inspired to embrace innovative approaches in their projects. Overall, the
event achieved its goal of promoting environmentally friendly materials and advancing sustainable development within the construction
industry.

Event Summary

Event starts at morning 12 am sharply,after participants and judges arrival event starts with a welcome address, welcome addres given by
Thanushkodi Adhithyan P third year Departrment of civil Engineering. After the welcomw address participants instructud to send the power
point presentation through the mail or connected with pendrive. After collecting all the power point presentations event was started.
participants instructed to present the presentations with in the given time limit, Given presentation time for one event is minimum three
minutes to maximum seven minutes after the every single presentations questions will asked by the jury's and faculty coordinators. marks
will givened by some criterias. top scored contestents are selected as first prize and second prize and third prize. winners rewarded by cash
price and appreciation ceritificates. after completing the event feedbacks collected from all the participants through the google form . it was
the very use full event for all the participants and participants and coordinators are mingled very well. coordinators and volunteers are doing
thair job very well finally event finished with the vote of thanks.
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